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1. God conceived of a plan even ________________ the creation of the world that would help people.
In Genesis 1:26, the members of the Trinity are having a ______________________ about creation
and what __________________ will be like.
2. God did not __________________ before the world began which people would be
____________________ and __________________.
3. All three members of the Trinity had a part in _______________________.
4. The story told of people in Genesis is not just _____________________ but tells of real events that
happened. Jesus, in Matthew 19:4-6, speaks what God expected of Adam and Eve, and Paul, in 1
Timothy 2:13, speaks of _____________ and ___________ by name.
5. The scientific _____________________ cannot be applied to creation because it is not possible to
test any hypothesis about creation since none was there to __________________. Also it is not
possible to do any follow-up _____________________. No one has ever made ______________ from
nothing.
6. We reason back to what happened about the beginning, and ask which is more likely, that the vast
______________________ with its processes of gravity, seasons, exchanges of oxygen and carbon
di-oxide, reproduction, reproduction, and even the complexity of one cell came by chance or by
________________.
7. A famous atheist named Antony ______________ admitted, after he held may debates trying to
prove there was no God, that there must have been _______________________
___________________.
8. The ________________ record does not support _______________________ because there are no
fossils of life forms falling __________________ species.
9. Draw below the first two pictures of ten that tell the basic story of the Bible. Write with each a
statement and where a verse about it can be found.
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